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Introduction

On 22nd February 1976 Flt. Lt. Robin Brown picked up a small blackened

object on a Romano-British site near Watton, Norfolk. Immediate examination

suggested that it might be a finger ring, and through the blackened surface there

was some evidence of gold.

A more careful examination later showed that it was a finger ring of the Roman

period, made of silver with a gold inset plate.

Description

The ring itself is made of silver, having a plain hoop, rounded on the outside,

but flat within. Thc broad shoulders project slightly so that, when viewed from

above. it presents an oblong profile with rounded ends. Its size and weight suggests

that it was a man’s ring.

The setting consists of an oval plate of gold attached to the bezel by means of a

silver band. The gold has been raised to produce a cameo in the form of a youthful

bust in profile to the left. The face is of a young man with hair curly and tightly

bunched, but unfortunately the cameo has suffered considerable wear and much

of the detail is now lost.

However a caduceus is clearly visible emerging from behind the right shoulder

and this identifies the bust as that of the gOd_M.€J;CllLy. Similar representations are

common on engraved gems and are ultimately based on some sculptural prototype

of the fourth century BC.1

Gold settings are not very common on Roman rings and examples are some-

what scarce in Britain. The only other such bezel from Norfolk is attached to a

bronze hoop and depicts Cupid andPsyche;2 A gold bezel without its ring was

found at Leicester and d'eTalFfs Bonus Eventus. and others from CirenceSter.

  
Fig. 1

Drawings of the Watton Roman finger ring: scale 2/1
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Selsey and Richborough, either loose or in gold rings, portray clapsed hands.

A ring of second century form, from Koniain Asia/MLmr, has a head offigcules/

in relief as do two first century rings from a hoar discovered at Zurich1n Switzer-

land.4

The dimensions of the ring are as follows: height 16mm; length 24mm;width

across bezel 13mm; dimensions across bezel 14mm by 9mm; weight 9150mg.

Conclusions

Rings of this form developed in the Antonine period from a more attenuated

variety with narrow shoulders, typical of the late first or early second century

AD.5

The date of manufacture of this ring would however appear to lie in the second

half of the second century AD.

The findspot gives little hint as to the circumstances in which the ring came to

be lost, but it appears unlikely that it was deliberately hidden.
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EARLY ROMANO-BRITISH POTTERY PRODUCTION AT

THO T. ANDREW, NORWICH

bW(Field Officer, Nor 01k Archaeologicalflnit)g
ri—

In the winter of 1938—9 Dr. Norman Davey examined a feature in the west end

of the north face of the Thorpe villa‘ge‘gravelfiiit on the east side of Pound Lage,

at 50ft. OD. and 500m. north of thematt the top of the workaas

a trench about 3ft in depth filled with dark earth, ash and sherds’ (note by Dr

Davey quoted by R R. Clarke 11 NorMcLCasfleMuseumqeeords). From the 1

underfired and distorted nature of many of the sherds, Dr. Davey interpreted the

trench as part of a Romano—British pottery kiln Further excavation of the feature

by S. S.(now-P—ref.) and D. H. S. Frere in 1943 recovered more sherds, and

burntclay including a squmre-bar about a foot long. One end of

the feature contained the remains of a structure of burnt clay which was inter-

preted as the corner of the flue, the rest of the kiln having disappeared into the

gravel pit and only the stoke-hole surviving. The section (Fig. 1) shows a second

feature immediately east of the main stoke—hole which contained similar pottery.

The only detailed records which survive seem to be notes and a sketched section

by Prof. Frere (now in the Library of the SurrefifALcfieolgggal Society and
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